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"International activity allows you to have a vision

with a global perspective, analyze the challenges

from a broader and relative context, and also

understand the potential of globalization without

neglecting the local, essential to land and scale the

measures and proposals."

Read more

"For me, international volunteer engagement has

been an important key to a worldwide network of

people with the same interests as me. If you want

to work voluntarily and international, I think it is

important that it is a question near your own heart.

Then the work is not a burden, but a joy." 

Read more

REGION II 
DENIZ INCEDAYI (TURKEY) & LIZA SIOLA (GREECE)

"I had the chance to get to know many architects

and architectures of different countries and

cultures, which I �nd very valuable for the vision of

an architect."

Read more

"As I come from a small country, I soon realized

that it was absolutely necessary to be part of the

international society of architects, as a one way

path to collaboration and exchanging experience

with our colleagues around the world."

Read more

REGION III
NADIA SOMEKH (BRAZIL) & PATRICIA MORA MORALES (COSTA RICA)
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"Be resilient. It’s not an easy task, but we, as social

actors, have the duty to ensure diversity in all

possible instances if we want to accomplish

effectiveness in both local and global policies and

efforts."

Read more

"What I like about international activities is sharing

experiences with different cultures and learning

about their interpretation and resolution of similar

problems that we have in our country and region. "

Read more

REGION IV
IN-SOUK CHO (KOREA) & YOLANDA DAVID-REYES (PHILIPPINES)

"At every moment, in every circumstance and from

everyone you meet, there are always things to

learn. Do not hesitate to contribute your time,

wisdom, knowledge and experience!"

Read more

"Actually, I enjoyed my �rst encounter with the

other leaders of the architectural societies around

Asia. I felt very comfortable and welcomed

because of the warm and special treatment I

received." 

Read more
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REGION V
MAGDA MOSTAFA (EGYPT) & TRISH EMMETT (SOUTH AFRICA)

"With all the perceived differences in the world, the

need to learn, heal, belong and accept one another

is universal, and it is something I am proud to be

able to bring to fruition in my work." 

Read more

"Becoming the Vice President for Region V and the

2nd UIA Vice President in 2008 and in the

subsequent term, the UIA Treasurer, was

enormously challenging." 

Read more
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